Minister for Energy, Environment & Climate Change
lily.d’ambrosio@parliament.vic.gov.au
To Lily D’Ambrosio,
Last week Forest Conservation Victoria were protesting in a forest being logged in the Baw Baw
area off Firebreak track (coupe number 484-501-0043). We were protesting in response to logging
that was due to start despite Greater Gliders having been found in the area. It is appalling that the
Greater Glider has been listed as a threatened species for over a year but still receives no protections
and its habitat continues to be logged. Two of the sites where Greater Gliders were found have now
been logged.
Along with the Glider’s a number of very large old trees have been found in the logging coupe, and
it appears these trees will not be protected. The biggest tree we found, a Mountain Grey Gum, is
9.75m in circumference, or 3.1m diameter. We have found another three trees that are greater than
2.5m in diameter. There are many more large trees in this forest that should be protected, but the
whole area to be cleared has not been searched as logging is continuing in the coupe near these trees
now. Please see below for photos of some of these trees.
Many of these large trees were found close to a gully head, which we cannot believe has not been
marked out for retention. Some of the forest in this coupe is the oldest forest in the area and is
highly diverse in both fauna and flora species.
On the 27th of March, you and the premier Daniel Andrews published a media release saying that
“the Labor Government will protect all large, old trees greater than two-and-a-half metres in
diameter across Victoria.” 6 months later and not only has logging started within the coupe, there
have been no signs of surveying for these large trees that need protections. You have made a
commitment to protect these old trees, and meanwhile VicForests are continuing to log, your
Environment Department are failing to stop them, and these trees will be cut down. This is
unacceptable.
Your announcement said that large trees greater than 2.5m diameter would be protected. We want
these giant trees to be protected within the forest they are a part of, not left isolated in a devastated
landscape. Unless the forest surrounding these trees is also given protection, your announcement to
protect large old trees is meaningless. Instead, these giants will likely be burned in fires following
logging or to fall down from exposure and wind. There is also one tree that is just 10 centimetres
below the arbitrary 2.5m cut off, even though it is likely the same age as the other very large trees,
and it is ludicrous not to protect trees like this too.
It is extremely concerning that logging continues in this area of forest unabated with no action to
protect these irreplaceable values. We are calling on you to direct your Environment Department to
halt the logging.
We urge you to to take immediate action to ensure these trees and this forest is protected.
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